
CONTRACT PRICES 

Price Range One Year Ago USD/tonne

Sulphur Recovered

CFR Tampa Q3 USD/lt +4 74-74 +4 65-65 72.83-72.83

Sulphur Frasch and Recovered

CFR N Africa Q3 USD/tonne +7 77-92 +7 68-75 77-92

Sulphur - Fertilizer Solid

FOB Middle East Export Bulk  USD/tonne +11.0 105-110 +10.0 n/a-n/a 105-110

SPOT PRICES 

Price Range Four Weeks Ago USD/tonne

Sulphur - Fertilizer Solid

FOB Middle East Export Bulk  USD/tonne +10.0 105-110 +4.0 95-98 105-110

Sulphur Recovered

CFR China  USD/tonne n/c 120-125 n/c 115-119 120-125

SPOT/CONTRACT HYBRID PRICES 

Price Range Four Weeks Ago USD/tonne

Sulphur Recovered

FOB Vancouver  USD/tonne n/c 94-106 +4 93-98 94-106

NOTE: Please click here for full details on the criteria ICIS pricing uses in making these price assessments.

OVERVIEW

• Chinese domestic prices firm
• Rising prices across fertilizer sector supports

sentiment
• IFFCO considers 30,000-tonne cargo

The bullish mood across the international sulphur market is
largely sentiment driven following recent gains across the
fertilizer sector, as well as price increases by major sulphur
producers in the Middle East and a lack of prompt availability.
Nevertheless, the positive undertones on the supply side were
met by little buying interest at current levels.

Sources on both sides appeared cautious about whether the
recent spike in the value of sulphur internationally could be
sustained, particularly in light of various new capacities due to
come on stream in the months ahead.
Downstream, producers of phosphate fertilizers were also
upbeat describing demand as healthy, particularly from India
and Pakistan.

While sulphur sellers were encouraged by recent price
developments, a number of phosphate producers expressed
some distress in terms of margins being squeezed because of
rising feedstock costs.

For major importer China, sulphur export prices were holding
firm and domestic business along the Yangtze river was
concluded just shy of CNY1,000/tonne DEL.

On the tender front, Iran’s IGCC returned to the market
following a summer absence, with a tender for 30,000 tonnes of
granular sulphur. Qatar Petroleum for the Sale of Petroleum
Products Company Limited (QPSPP) also announced its regular
sales tender for 35,000 tonne (+/-10%) of sulphur for October
shipment.

Despite the positive mood of the sellers, no large-scale
purchase tenders were evident, other than India’s IFFCO
expressing an interest for 30,000 tonnes of sulphur. The
potential purchase attracted offers in a $130-135/tonne CFR
India range.

In the Americas, offers from Canada firmed on the back of
China’s strength. Invariably, Hurricane Harvey resulted in some
delays because of strong currents closing the ship channels.
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With refiners along the Gulf down during and after the
hurricane, the region is feeling significantly more tightness than
before the storm. Major phosphates producer Mosaic was said
to be struggling inventory wise, with concerns this might be
further exacerbated by Hurricane Irma due to hit the Gulf in the
coming days.

MIDDLE EAST

In Qatar, Qatar Petroleum for the Sale of Petroleum Products
Company Limited (QPSPP) announced a sales tender for 35,000
tonnes (+/-10%) of sulphur for October shipment. The tender is
understood to be closing on 19 September.
QPSPP September QSP was announced at $105/tonne FOB, an
increase of $11/tonne from August – the highest price since
January 2016.

In Saudi Arabia, Saudi Aramco Trading was understood to have
recently sold a spot cargo of 30,000-35,000 tonne at an
undisclosed price.

Saudi Aramco Trading’s monthly sulphur price also increased by
$11/tonne from August to $106/tonne FOB.

In the UAE, ADNOC has announced its September OSP for
sulphur to the Indian market at $110/tonne FOB.

In Iran, IGCC is understood to have announced a sales tender
for 30,000 tonnes of granular sulphur, closing 11 September.
This is the first time IGGC has been seen in the market since
June/July when it sold a 30,000 tonne cargo at $79-81/tonne
FOB Assaluyeh.

ASIA

In China, the value of domestic granular sulphur was boosted
by the recent price increases by major producers in the Arabian
Gulf. Business was heard concluded in a CNY975-980/tonne
DEL range, with CNY980/tonne DEL becoming increasingly
difficult to achieve for buyers. Local sources said sellers were
facing some firm resistance from buyers for import cargoes
despite monthly price hikes from Middle East producers. As the
week progressed, domestic values moved closer to
CNY1,000/tonne DEL.

For the import market, little business was heard and prices
quoted fell within the published range. The only trade
established was in southern China at $120/tonne CFR. Some
activity was also said to have taken place at $123/tonne CFR,
but no further details could be established.

Sulphur inventories in China were up at 1.069m tonnes this
week.

Chinese-formed
sulphur inventory
levels ('000 tonnes)

07-Sep 31-Aug

Fangcheng 150 150
Zhanjiang 140 100

Beihai 29 14
Zhenjiang 230 230
Nantong 500 540
Qingdao 12 12
Rizhao 0 0

Longkou 8 11
Tianjin 0 0
Total 1.069 1.057

In India, IFFCO said it is considering when it will approach the
market again for a 30,000 tonne cargo. A company source said

current levels are simply too high, with offers now at $130-
135/tonne CFR India.
Andhra Sugar will be closing a tender on 7 September for 8,000
tonnes of granular sulphur. The cargo is requested on a CIF
basis for delivery to Vishakhapatnam for end September/early
November arrival. A validity date was not specified.
Prices are steady this week in the absence of any fresh business
and offers heard.

AMERICAS

In Canada, bids were heard at $106/tonne FOB Vancouver. A
Vancouver cargo was understood concluded at $123/tonne CFR
China, with more inquiries heard. This pushes up the Vancouver
range.

In the US, Martin in the Gulf had a vessel loading delayed due
to Hurricane Harvey because strong currents closed the ship
channels. The cargo is expected to return for loading in the
coming days.
Savage Services was understood to have experienced minor
delays with barges and ships, but its Galveston operations did
not flood.

One supplier in the US Gulf estimated 7,000 tonnes/day of
supply out of the market from the storm, as well as 1,300
tonnes/day of consumption.

With the refiners along the gulf down during and after the
hurricane, the region is feeling significantly more tightness than
before the storm. It was heard Mosaic was short as well, which
could be exacerbated by Hurricane Irma over the weekend.
Prices rose on the top end on the significant shortage. No
confirmed deals were heard.

In Brazil, no new tenders were heard. Volumes arriving in
September so far total 114,500 tonnes.

Santos
Supplier/Buyer Origin Vessel/Delivery Tonnes

Vale/Vale Beaumont Barrow Island/8
September 38,000

Trammo/Vale TBC
Northern
Light/15

September
38,500

Ameropa/TBI Polonia Baltic Sea/22
September 38,000

TOTAL 114,500

AFRICA

In Morocco, it is still unclear just how arrivals to Jorf Lasfar have
been impacted by Hurrian Harvey. According to GTIS data,
Morocco only received 47,000 tonnes of sulphur from the US
during the months of August and September 2016.

EUROPE

In Kazakhstan, exports from the Kashagan Oil Field have been
delayed until November 2017. Once volumes started to be
offered in the commercial market this is likely to put
considerable downward pressure on prices, as members of the
consortium look for market share.

In Russia, supply in the fourth quarter is expected to be limited
by weather conditions disrupting travel along the waterways.

In Northwest Europe, the market was described as very quiet,
with contract partners on both buying and selling sides
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comfortable. It was far too soon to talk about fourth quarter
contract expectations, local sources agreed.  While it was
suggested that the recent gains internationally could support a
price increase, this was countered by expected cuts in demand
caused by planned outages for downstream caprolactam.

In the Mediterranean, prices are holding firm supported by
international gains and market tightness.
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